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CHAPTER I

DEFmiTIOS OF THE PROBLEM

Pagan lands cry out for a religion that will satisfy.

There is a justifiable desire in the heart of anyone

Interested in the work of worldwide evangelism, to know Its

limits and barriers, and to evaluate all its possibilities.

I. THE PROBLEM

Statement of the problem. This study was an effort

to discern: (1) the problems to be encountered in Child

Evangelism among children of Junior age in Brazil, (2) the

work that has been done there, and (3) the possibilities of

child evangelism in Brazil in future years.

What others have written on this subject. It appears

that writings on this subject have been limited. Almost

every work on Brazil, including those primarily of cultural

or political Interest was found to contain valuable

references to religious, moral, or social conditions which

served as partial fragments for study.

II. EXPLANATORY DEFINITION OF CHILD EVANGELISM

Child evangelism. There exists a doctrinal conflict

concerning the definition of child evangelism. Evangelism



and education should be united in a la. There Is no Greek

equivalent of the word "evangelism* in the New Testament.

Three kindred words are found whioh may tsrove of worth.

These are:

1. The noun evangel ion. The Old Testament Hebrew

meaning of this term was a reward for the good news or the

good tidings of the kingdom of God soon to be set up. It

referred to Jesus the Messiah, who was to be the founder of

this kingdom. Later it came to comprehend all that the

Christ meant for the world and the individual. When trans

lated into the English King James version the word becomes

" 'Gospel, derived from two Anglo-Saxon words, one meaning

�good* and the other 'a story'".1 Briefly defined it is "the

glad tidings of salvation through Christ; the proclamation

of the grace of God manifested and pledged in Christ; the

Gospel."2 After all the things that Jesus had said were

proven, the narrative come to be called evangel Ion; thus

we have the titles of the Gospels. The word evanqeHon is

mentioned seventy-four tlrnes in the New Testament. ISvan-

gellsm therefore means preaching the gospel and calling the

1 �� B. Chappell , Evangelism in the Sunday School,
(Nashville: Cokesbury press", 192 5 j , p. TOT

2
Joseph n. Thayer, A Greek English Lexicon of the

New Testament, Corrected EdTtlbn, (New York: American Boo

<3o7, 1889), p. 257.
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attention of the unconverted to the *�good news" it contains. ^

2. The verb evangelidzo, which means to spread the

glad tidings, is used fifty-two times In the New Testament.

The verb evangelize in is generally used as a deponent middle

in �reek, either with or without an object; it refers to

proclaiming something as good news. For example, I must

preach the good news of the Kingdom of ood to the other

cities also,** or when spoken of Paul the missionary in

Lyconia, "and there they preached the gospel."' without an

object it simply means to proclaim the good news. "The dis

ciples went throughout the villaores , nreachinsr the gospel

and healing everywhere."^ Paul says, "Thus making it my

ambition to preach the gospel, not where Christ has already

been named."' It can also mean to bring to one the good

tidings concerning Jesus as the Messiah: "But even if we or

an angel from heaven, should preach to you a gospel contrary
8

to that whloh we have preached to you, let him bo accused."

One always announces the Oospel as authority, something

Chappell , op. eit . , p. 11.

The New Testament , Revised Standard Version, f New
York: Thomas Nelson *t Sons, A.O. 1946), Luke 4:43.

5
Ip*d* . Acts. 14:7.

Ibid.. Luke 9:6.

? Ibid. , Romans 15:20.

8 Ibld� � Calatians 1 :K.
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known, something proclaimed because it is known.

3. The oreek noun evangel tates , meaning "a brlnger

of good tidings", is mentioned only three times in the sew

Testament. The original meaning was angellos a messenger

9
or envoy, one who was sent. In the Scriptures both of the

Old and Hew Testament, it means one of that host of heavenly

spirits that according to Jewish and Christian opinion

alike, wait upon the monarch of the universe, and are sent by

him to earth to execute his nurposes and to make them known

to men. From this is derived the expression angel. They

are the messengers of God . The term was applied to prophets

and pastor-teachers other than the apostles in the Apostolic

Churoh.

In the sew Testament Philin was spoken of as an evan

gelist.11 In the reference to Philip and Timothy reoorded

in Acts 8*5-40, is found a striking similarity between their

work and that of a modern evangelist. They had no fixed

field of labor but preached to unbelievers in a series of

religious services.

Evangel means "good tidings"; Gospel means "Ood-

atory" . Therefore evangel and Gospel are in reality the

v Thayer, op. c It . , p. 5.

10 The sew Testament , Revised Standard Version, qp.
clt. , Acts' 51:8.

11 Ipld�. II Timothy 4:5.



same thing. "Iam" means doctrine, therefore "evangelism"

means the doctrine of the gospel,12 "The evangel is not

denunciatory of sin, neither pronunciatory of punishment,
13

but annuno latory of salvation." The Christian evangel

as revealed in the New Testament has four essential notes.

The evangel proclaims the Lordship of Jesus, his Cross, and

its meaning, His resurrection, insuring eternal life, and

finally an indwelling Christ by the work of the Holy Spirit.

Evangelism apart from Christ is not evangelism. Anything

calling itself evangelism which is not the outcome of that

new life in Christ, realized in the souls of men, and spoken

through men by the Holy Spirit falls to realize the prayer,

"Thy Kingdom come".

What it means In Amerloa. "In one sense of the word,

evangelism is the process of making Christians."1^ Men are

enabled to live as Sons of God, and oitizens of His Kingdom

only through union with Christ. Should not the fundamental

aim of all evangelistic efforts be to bring people of all

ages, classes and conditions into a vital personal relatlon-

12 William 1. Biederwolf , evangelism: Its Justifica
tion, Its Operation and Its Value" (Sew York: Fleming h.

Revel1 Company) , p. 11

1-J G. Campbell Morgan, Evangelism (Chicago: Fleming
H. Revell Company, 1904), p. lTT

14
Chappen, op. cjt . , p. 30.
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ship with Christ? This conclusion is in complete accord

with the oreat Commission. Making disciples of all men

literally means making "learners" or followers. The child

evangelist is one who is sent by cod to tell the glad tidings

Of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. He should have as his chief

concern not only the making of "learners" of the ohildren to

whom he is sent, but bringing them into a personal "bora

again" experience. Child evangelism then is the good news

of Jesus, his Lordship, his cross and its meaning, his

resurrection and indwelling Spirit for every child.

Foreign missionaries confess their feeling of utter

lack of hope of ever converting the world through their own

efforts. This can only be accomplished through a vast multi

tude of lay workers in house to house personal evangelism,

the winning of others for Christ by personal appeal. Jesus

15
taught that personal evangelism is "a process of leavening."

Therefore the urge of every christian, ordained or unordalned,

trained or untrained, must be to win others; it is imperative.

Foreign missionaries are training Bible women, lay teachers

and all converted Christians on the field for this effort,

for they alone can leav&n the huge masses of yet untouched

souls In these lands around the world.

Joan F. Cowan, Tlew Youth Evangel jam for workers
Among Yonng Peonle of Today, fNew York; Fleming H . Reveil
Company, 1926) , p. T5.
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It Is only through a oersonal faith, trust, and love

in and for the person of Jesus Christ, and not mere Intellec

tual acceptance of a creed, that ood is enabled to Impart

His life to us. If this is necessary, what is the spiritual

nature of man, and consequently, what is the spiritual nature

of the child?

"And Jesus increased in wisdom and stature and in

favor with ood and man."1^ Is every ohild enabled to grow

in favor with Ood as did Christ, or has sin in the life of

the raoe made its restriction upon every child born into it?

Among those who accept the Scriptures as authoritative there

la agreement that sin does affect every person in the human

raoe and that ultimately this sin must find its cure in the

saving work of Jesus Christ, sinners are judged according

to the deeds done in the body. An Infant does not have moral

sense sufficient to make him accountable before the la* of

Ood or man. Some have said that the work of Christ cancels

all guilt of sin in the infant and ohild until the child

knows the difference between right and wrong ;nd is able

to choose for himself. Others teach that baptism spans the

tide of infancy and Introduces the child to the sphere of

grace until a conscious acceptance of Christ Is made. Still

^ The New Testament , Revised Standard Version, op.
clt., Luke~7T57:
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others believe that the covenant arrangement in the old Tes

tament still carries over in the New Testament. All be

lievers in total depravity teach that children are members

of a lost race Incapable of doing- anything acceptable for

17
salvation in God's sight.*' All who teach regeneration agree

that someday, somehow, children are subject to Christ's re

generating work in their hearts. All believe that the infant

who dies before the age of accountability reoeives the grace

of ood through the finished work of Christ on Calvary.

Christ taught, "Suffer the little children to come unto me,
IS

and forbid them not; for of such Is the kingdom of God."

Let the children come; heaven is composed of those with

childlike faith. The next verse states that the kingdom of

Ood is composed only of those who come to Christ while they

are children, or after they have become as children in

attitude and faith. Definite opportunity should be given to

every child to know and receive Christ, for children are not

saved because they are children but because ood*s grace is

afforded to them also.

The child comes into the world so constituted that

he can live his life entirely apart from ood. He may have

Alan H. Hamilton, "Understanding Boys and Girls" ,

Child Evangelism. Chapter II, (June 1946), p. 18.

18 Tne Holy Bible , Authorized King Jarae3 version,
Mark 10:14.
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all the opportunities and influences that help him to become

a moral citizen, but his life Is still characterized by

independence of Clod's will. Even though sin may manifest

itself infrequently, this relative infrequency does not

remove the need for saving faith in Jesus Christ.

Does every child have the same opportunity to grow

in favor with Qod as Christ had? Romans 3:23 states that

the sin factor is active in the life of every unconverted

soul inasmuch as "all have sinned and come short of the

glory of Qod."19 This sin factor alters the situation of all

children of the raoe. There must be a genesis, a beginning

of spiritual life for everyone. Without the child's conscious

acceptance of Christ there oan be no foundation for the

superstructure of christian oharaoter. What then is the

right time in childhood for the acceptance of Christ? The

Bible does not specify a definite time of childhood, or age

of accountability but the genetic term used in Mark 10:14

suggests that the ohiH of any age should be allowed to come

to Jesus, it implies that this coming should be as soon as

20
possible. The secret of all spiritual attainment is the

cleansing of the soul and the quickening power given by the

spiritual birth from above, by which a person comes into

9 Ibid., Romans 3:23.
20 Hamilton, op. cit . , p. 26.
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possession of Ood �s gift.

What some authorities mean by the term. There Is

another school of thought concerning the spiritual status

of the ohild, which, however, does not consider the Word of

Ood the basis of its philosophy. It should be considered,

for it suggests that some have been laboring under a theolo

gical burden concerning the status of the child vebich has

made the work of child evangelism much more eorarlioated. It

stands opposed to the Biblical teaching that all children

come into the world under the curse of inherited sin, and

hence are unable to meet the demands of the moral law, and

must continue In sin until relieved from the curse by a

special act of Ood in conversion.

This new philosophy considers its> If to be much more

wholesome in its attitude toward childhood and youth. Its

exponents have turned to humanitarianiam and modern psycho

logy for their belief in the innocence of childhood, and have

used this underlying assumption as the basis of several

21
present day series of graded lessons. This philosophy

had its beginning with such men as Horace Bushnell who wrote

that "the child is to grow up a christian and never know

22
himself as being otherwise." it was fostered by Oeorge

21 Lin. D. Cartwright , Evangelism for Today, (St.
Louis; The Bethany Press, 1934) , p. 62.

22
Horace Bushnell, Christian Nurture, (New York:

Charles Sor loner's Sons, 1�9'6, p. id.
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Albert Goe, who states that "normal ohild development, takes

place entirely within the kingdom of grace."2? It consists

of apprehending the principles of the kingdom and then in

creasing one's responsibilities and activities therein.

Others have suggested that "a rich vital religious conscious

ness can be developed by a process of normal growth without

the necessity of conversion or any emotional upheaval.*2^
Oneauthor suggests that it la not only possible but entirely

natural for a child to grow gradually Into a religious ex

perience. The aim of Christian eduoation, therefore, accord

ing to Dr. Ooe, la "growth of the young toward and Into a

mature and efficient devotion to the democracy of God, and

happy self- realisation tbereln*25for "children are to grow up

in Christ. "26 The ohild should learn that life la not dark

and depressed with a sense of evil or danger, but lifted up

with a feeling of the nearness of divine things.2? The

23 aeorge Albert Ooe, Education in Religion and
Morala, ( Chicago i Fleming H. Revel1 Company, 1904), p. 47.

24 aeorge Herbert Setts, The Sew Program of Religious

Education. (Hew York? The Abingdon Press, 1921), p. 45.

25 o�orge Albert Ooe, A Social Theory of Religious
Sduoatlon, (Hew Yorki Charles Sorlbner's Sons, 1932). p. 55.

26 Bushnell, o�. git. � p. 15.

2? Coe, education in Religion and Morals, op_. clt. ,
p. 45.
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conte&porary view of the child's heritage* or as the

psychologists would call it, original nature, affords the

ohild limited capacities both for good and evil. The

ohild comas Into the world with a morally clean record, for

he has committed no wrong, therefore, he is a child of God.

If his evil propensities be allowed to grow, they will bear

a harvest of sin and evil. In that case the child will need

conversion. On the other hand the seeds of goodness when

prooerly cultivated will crowd out the sinful sprouts, and

if carefully nurtured from the first will bring forth a

harvest of spiritual good-will. If this be the oase, no

conversion will be necessary, for there will be no spiritual

death from which to be resurrected.28 Along with such a

philoaophy is also taught the theory that if these seeds of

holy principle are not discovered in ohlldhood, because the

ohild acts out his present feelings without Justification,

they will surely be manlfeat in later life. When such a one

has taken a lesson of sorrow and emptiness or perhaps gone

through a rough mental struggle, he will have entered Into

the Christian life. This Is nothing more than the manifes

tation of the right principle established in childhood.

Along with this emphasis upon religion as a natural

28 Betts, op_. clt.t p. 4?.
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phenomenon Is often associated a type of humanist philosophy.

While man expresses his reaction to his own environment, he

can find in nature no all-embracing standard or absolute.

He Is the discoverer of his own values and must rely upon

himself for their achievement . His goal and its realization

are determined by experiment, for he can set no limits as to

what he may achieve if he will be true to what is the best

in himself. 29

Evangel lam in terms of salvation. If the errors men

tioned in this new philosophy are escaped and ealvation is

thought of as positive moral and spiritual attainment by free

personal agents, and religion as a means through which

Christ lana are enabled to fit themselves for Chrlstlltce

character and service, then there is a deep sense in which

salvation is the free gift of God. It would be very unreal

to say that any child couia always be shielded from the evil

in the present world, or evil In his own nature be kept under

submission. Here as in every other problem of child life it

is necessary that the child be brought to the saving knowledge

of Christ aa hia Savior and be Instructed in the will and

ways of God. When life confronts him with "that language

29 William Adams Brown, "The Contribution of America
to Ecumenical Theology", The Journal of Religion XVIII,
(July, 1938, Ho. 3), P. 271.
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and literature which one god of this age has approplated

for hla evil pur?osert3�the child may turn aside from this

tempts t ion in favor of the choice that has abundantly met

his heart's need.

The Bible presents a plan of salvation that is suited

to the situation of children of all ages. An example Is re

corded in the fourth chapter of John's Gospel. 31 Jesus is

talking to a sin-hardened adult* but the plan presented Is

the same for even the most tender young mind.

Salvation is a gift (verse 10). If becoming a Chris

tian meant the Intellectual acceptance of an Involved doc

trine, or the understanding of a code of ethics, the child

would miss salvation because of his lack of understanding.

Here God pioturea hla grace as a gift. This comes within

the understanding of any young child. The way is opened;

he can receive a gift.

Salvation means new life within (verse 14). That

source of virtue, that standard or "absolute" that was lost

to the ohild as a member of a sinful race is now his as he

accepts the gift of God. The deepeet longings of love and

security buried deep in the child's heart can be satisfied;

30 Alan H. Hamilton, "Understanding Boys and Girls",
Child Evangelism. Chapter IX, (April, 1947)* p. 29.

31 Holy Bible, op., clt.. John 4.
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he no longer need thirst. The outward life will he motivat

ed by the new life within.

Salvation requires a solution to the problem of sin

(verses 16-18). 31n has separated all from 3od, who is love

and alao light. Jesus was sent to give that light. He was

the "true light which lighteth every man that cometh into

the world. 32 <jhe awareness of sin provides one of the strong

est motives to receive the Saviour. The child desires to be

rid of sin and is usually much more responsive to this aware

ness than the adult.

Christ is the answer to the sin problem (verse 26).

Verse 10 shows that salvation is a gift. This gift is found

In the person of the Lord Jesus Christ. The child's nature

allows him to be trustful. Christian education provides

opportunity for the child to trust the person of Jesus Christ.

Once the child haa been initiated into the kingdom of

Sod through faith In the Lord Jesus Christ, he is subject to

the development in grace which God expects of his children.

What child evangelism does not mean. One must remem

ber that becoming a Christian has not made a man of the child;

neither in child evangelism are children treated as young

32 Holy Bible, authorized King James version, John

1:9.
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adults. They are still childlike in play activity and

attltudea. The child's world forms the necessary factors

for growth Into complete adulthood. The fruit of the

Christian life in childhood will be the fruit expected of

a child convert. His new standards of ethics and conformi

ty to the standard of adult society will be based upon his

ability to learn, but the child will desire to do the right

even though he does not know right. Hi* temptations may

seem trivial to the adult* but they are very real and can be

overcome by prayer and instruction in the Word of Ood. This

is neoesaary for growth in grace for the child as well as

the adult convert. The ohild may have difficulty in finding

reel friends, or his environment xay be a hindrance to him;

therefore, the Christian leader should provide any help

needed to establish devotional life and make real Christian

frlenda.

Thus it Is recognised that the spiritual Is the most

important aspect of the child's life. Els relationship to

Ood, ldeolly established In childhood, determines hla eternal

welfare. The spiritual, though, cannot be divorced from

other aapecta of the child's life. This fact must not be

overlooked by parent or children's worker. The child must

be dealt with as a whole.??

^ Alan K. Hamilton, "Understanding Boys and Girls",
Child avanffellam. Chapter III, (August, 1946), pp. 6-7.
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In Brazil the characteristics of childhood are, of

course, the aaae as elsewhere. There is, however, the

difference In background and environment.



CHAPTER II

THS PSYCHOLOGY OF THE JUNIOR

Age limit. The years now to be considered are among

the most Interesting of all the period of childhood. The

junior age level, ages nine to twelve, is the most exacting

because of the problems It presents. Knowledge and practice

have almost been exhaustless In dealing with the solution

of the Junior age problems.

Characteristics of this age child. Children up to

nine yesrs old do not have a very clear conception of the fit

ness of things, and are apt to make inappropriate decisions.

Now some of the wlnsomeness as well as the dependence of

earlier childhood are gone. Sarly adolescence is considered

by many to be the most difficult period of development.

Later childhood, or the period of nine to twelve, is perhaps

the most Important.

At the Junior age level growth is very slow - almost

at a standstill. Height Increases gradually but there is a

marked increase in weight. "In three years the boy gains

twenty-nine per cent in weight."1 The girls begin to grow

more rapidly than boys, so that at the end of this period

1 Clarence H. Benson, An Introduction to Child Study ,

(Chicago: Moody Press, 1942), p. 148.
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the boys seem younger than girls of the same age. This dif

ference in growth accounts In part for the tendency of boys
and girls to hold one another In seeming contempt. Organized

group life dominates the Interest of Juniors. Boys and girls
no longer share the same Interests or enjoy the same games.

Boys dislike the quieter ways of girls, and girls can see

nothing refined about the boisterous, bullying ways of boys.

The boys of ten or eleven learn lessons of group loyalty with

greater ease than the girls. 3oys' "gangs" are organized In

which to expend their overwhelming energy, lawfully or other

wise, and usually this energy finds expression in athletics.

On the contrary, oertaln petty Jealousies of glrl3 hinder the

full co-operation of their "set". The set meets for social

rather than athletic goala. They are exclusive, undemocra

tic, and are governed more nearly by adult motives than is

the gang. The set has no history or leader. It is an organ

ization that snubs its rivals, whereas the gang fights them.

The girls snub one another and quarrel among themselves, for

the deep-seated instinctive loyalty found among the members

of the gang is missing in the girls' groups.2
Abundant health and unlimited energy dominates the

later years of childhood. Svery action spells noise, and it

is impossible to measure the amount of energy exerted.

2 Ibid., p. 157.
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Active sports of all kinds are attractive especially In the

later years of this period. The power to resist disease is

greater now than at any other period of life.

The Junior finds his keenest enjoyment in nature, for

he is not only physically adapted to the rigors of nature,

but also he enjoys the struggle with the elements. He de

lights In encounters with nature. It should be remembered

that this wanderlust is not a tendency toward moral delinquen

cy. It is rather a natural Impulse, part of his very makeup.

Children of this age become collectors. Girls acquire

household trinkets and Jewelry of all kinds. In the summer,

boys collect things from nature. They like to exchange pic

ture cards, stamps, candidate buttons and the like. There

is no apparent attempt at classification or arrangement; the

largest collection 1b the goal of all participants. These

collections are often the basis of many \iseful hobbles in

later life.

Mechanical toys will be enjoyed, for their operating

principles must be investigated. Therefore, the destruction

of any mechanism is not wilful, but satisfies the desire for

discovery and reconstruction.

A marked literalism is noted in this age. Juniors

desire exact statements. There is also a rapid development

of social feelings; one or two playmates are no longer enough.
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The bonfire, with its circle of boaom friends, the cave and

password, the recruiting whistle, all have a fasclnati. ; be

yond description. The gang works as a whole rather than as

Individuals for In unity there is strength, with honor one

for another. These Individuals become chums, and in later

adolescence they become fewer In number although they are

still of the same sex.

The gang cannot be Ignored by parents and teachers.

The child la still under the authority of adults, and while

this is 3till possible, every effort should be made to

strengthen the bond of sympathy and confidence.

In this new Interest in his friends as Individuals,

not all stand out In equal proportion to the junior. Some

become heroes In the sight of these "worshipers** and "in

the inner camber of the soul, incense is burning at their

shrine. "? in early years the child Imitated persons because

of their actions, not as Ideals, for he had no thought of

ideal a. Now all his ideals are centered in some known per

sonality, his hero. Boys always choose a a-an as their hero,

and place him on the pedestal of their hearts. Oirls find

their ideals In either a man or woman. They find their

ldesl in books or heroes of nature. The hero must excel In

5 Antlonette A. Lamoreaux, The Unfolding Life, A Study
of Development with reference to Religious Training, New and
Reviaed edition (London: R. H. Allison, n.d.j, p. 118.
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the thing most admired at the time. Physical strength and

skill, coursge and daring are the traits a boy seeks in his

hero. One of the greatest problems of the parents at this

time centers in the wise use of this boundless energy in the

home during unoccupied hours. Hero worship will aid here

because the proper example in the home will carry weight.

There are three periods in life when the soul is seem

ingly more sensitive to the voice of God. The agea of nine

to twelve mark the first of these periods. Later this inter

est is awakened at fifteen or sixteen, and again at about

eighteen or nineteen. At these high points one does not have

to create religious interest; it is there already. One

should be reminded that the majority of 3unday School offic

ers who are really born again Christians accepted Christ when

they were very young and that they have continued in the

Christian way and have grown in grace ever since. As the

young people become older the number of definite decisions

for Christ becomeB considerable fewer. The "world" and the

devil holds the restraints on those above teen age so that

the number of conversions in this group is considerably

smaller.

The fact that eighty per cent of the boys and girls

in the Sunday School go out without finding the Lord as their

personal Saviour should convince the church that the first

impressionable period of evangelistic effort may be the last.
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The age oftwelve was important in the life of the

Jews. The Word of Ood reveals thst It was approximately at

this age that Moses left the house of Pharoah's daughter;

Samuel heard God's call that summoned him to the prophetic

office, and Solomon gave Judgement which revealed his wis

dom. Thus the JewlBh age of accountability suggests the

most timely age for Christian decision.

The well known characteristic of reserve in the ado

lescent causes him to hide ouch of hla eager Interest in re

ligion. The gang spirit weakens the previous control of

parent and teacher. The physical changes that take place

during these yeers tend to unsettle him. Even with all this

growing feeling of independence, the ohild of this age lacks

many of the elements of maturity. He is irresponsible, yet

pleased to be noticed or to be given responsibility. He de

sires prominence. Badges, buttons and recognition of all

kinds delight them. Boys are frank almost to the point of

brutality; they do not lend themselves to the politeness

girls learn from society. Boys of this age respond negative

ly to pious affection on the part of interested teachers who

are trying to win their love and respect. This has its coun

terbalance In genuineness and freedom of thought. With all

this apparent indifference to love there Is still a strong

tendency to fondle and care for pets of all kinds. Anything

alive, snakes, turtles, canarlea, rabbits, cats, dogs, re-
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eeive attention. This parental love, covered over as It say

seem by outward actions, is still manifest in the oare and

attention even the worst bully will give his pet. Here is

the basis in human nature for the real Christian character

that is love.4

These years of nine to twelve afford the greatest op

portunity for habit formation. During early childhood every

.act made an Impression on plastic brain cells; thus, habit

formation either right or wrong is constantly taking place.

Every action leaves its impression and makes repetition eas

ier. This characteristic, along with an enlightened faith,

presents the greatest evangelistic opportunity.

The attention reoeived by the teacher in the primary

deoartment should be shifted to the Bible in the Junior de

partment. The teseher who feels that she is losing the af

fection of her Junior group should shift that attention and

love to God's Word, the Bible. Nowhere can be found such a

great hall of fame as In the Bible. To a boy the experiences

of Joseph, David, and Daniel become real experiences in his

own life. Any girl would be challenged by the courage and

faith of Esther and Ruth.

"As all Roman roads led to the imperial city, ao all

4 Hugh Hartshorns, Childhood and Character, an Intro

duction to the Study of the Religious Life of Children, (New
York! The Abingdon Press, 1919) � P� 109.
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Bible ideals should lead to Christ. Jesus is the hero of

heroes. "5 The heart of a Junior* who longs to be understood,

finds oonfort in Jesus. He understands youth and can give

guidance to its idealism, Its daydreams, its misunderstand

ings and Its heart longings.

These years open new horizons in the life of the Jun

ior through his desire for reading. The heroes and heroines

whom Juniors find in the books they read strengthen ideals

of their own type. In these years good and poor taste is

being formed not only In reeding but alao In living. A per

sonal copy of the Bible should be placed In the hands of every

ehild. when children crave to have possession of their own

Bible and delight in reading is at its height, a personal

Bible for every Junior should not be overlooked. This de

light In reading makes the habit of daily Bible reading com

paratively easy.

This period is often called the "golden memory period".

Understanding Is unessential to memorization. The mind Is

less preoccupied and burdened now than It will be In later

life. Meohanlcal repetition will fix anything in the mind,

the uninteresting, the abstrect, all are memorized with ex

actness and precision. Boys remember descriptions and logi

cal impressions, while girls dwell on novel impressions and

Benaon, o�. cit . , p. 160.
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single occurences. Instead too often leaser reading material

is substituted for the *ord of Ood.

This religious Interest of later childhood ia usually

followed by a period of temporary religious decline. The

majority of boys and girls drop out of Sunday School during

these months of early adolescence. There is a reason for

this. God is concerned most of all In the physical aspect

of their nature. The body with all Its powers and functions

take first place, and religion and education fall to the

background. During this period every effort should be out

forth to see thet these young people develop good strong clean

healthy bodies, with a mind that has complete control over

these powers and passions. Religious life will again erne to

the front during the second period of religious awakening.

Just now they are interested in religion, but religion ia not

the primary thought.^

II. THE PROBLEM OF CHILD EVANGELISM AS APPLIED TO BRAZIL

The junior children of Brazil possess the same basic

character1st les as do children around the world. They are

as Intelligent as Juniors in any other nation, but many have

not had the chanoe to learn. The Brazilian child is very

� Albert K. Cage, Evangelism of Youth. (Philadelphia;
The Judaon Press, 1922), p. 16.
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polite. He will go out of his way to help a stranger.

"The Brazilian's sense of politeness supercedes his sense

of Tightness. "7 He had rather tell you that he will be at

a certain place or do a certain thing, even though he has

no Intention of doing it, than to tell you "no". To him

that is rude. The Japanese children in Brazil are very

polite also, but they have a way of hiding what they really

think. Their word is, however, more reliable. Theae

Brazil lan-Japanese children offer less disciplinary problems.

Their respect for teachers and parents dates back to centuries

of Japanese teaching. From earliest childhood to old age

they are taught to respect their elders and people of position.

Infants and children of the Indian mother, who are un

able to walk are carried on her baok In slings made of cotton

and other plant fibers. The older children are shy and re

main in the hut when strangers are present, but when alone

are boisterous and Irresponsible as other children of their

age. Their games and toys are very much like those of any

child. The Indian girl has her doll, and the boy has his toy

7 Letter of Helen L. Voller, Child Evangelist In
Brazil, to Doris Metz, March 20, 1950. Campos do Jordao de
Sao Paulo, Brazil, South America, p. 2.
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animals. The mother obtains quiet and secures good behavior

by threatening to bring in a wild man, either black or white.

The use of fear is instinctive in securing good behavior

patterns. Fear ia not recognized as an ideal method but it

is all these children know. They are taught fear from the

priests almost as soon as they know its meaning. It almost

becomes their basic philosophy of life.

In a great city like Rio Janeiro the full realization

of poverty and riches Is clearly distinguishable. Some

children are very rich, dress and eat well and have fine

homes. Others, poverty stricken as they are, do not know

from where their next meal Is coming. They live In shacks

on the side of the mountains, made of every conceivable kind

of materiel. Some live in hovels built uder railway bridges,

dressing in rags, and eating little more than the customary

rice and beans. Thousands of children In Brazil are Illiter

ate, underfed, and undeveloped. The children In the Interior

find life affords them practically nothing, but the lot of

the poor child in the big cities is if anything worse than

that of the child in the interior.

At the moment the dally papers of Brazil are crying

out concerning the Juvenile delinquency In the big cities,

for crime is on the increase. One of the dally papers came

out with thla headline Just a few days ago: "80,000 abandoned
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children In the city of Rio de Janeiro."8 One reason for the

appalling number of abandoned children is the fact that among

the poorer els sees marriage and the establishment of a home

Is too often financially Insecure. Many of the homeless

children are born out of wedlock. Their father may or may

not be known to them. It follows that neither parent will

assume much responsibility, and the child Is likely to be left

for himself. Lured by a sense of adventure, that ia a natural

oharacterlatio of the Junior age child, they run away from

their thatched homes in the interior and walk miles begging

or stealing food as they go. They sneak rides behind oarts

or trucks arriving at last in the big city hungry, homeless,

and dirty. These homeless Juniors sleep wherever they oan

find a corner, feed on whatever they can pick up or steal,

and sometimes drift into organized gangs of petty thieves.

They are then picked up by the police If caught and thrown

into the common Jail with adult criminals of every sort.

These children are physically and mentally abandoned,

but what shall be said of those who are spiritually abandoned?

Their number ia legion. The children are accessible and if

they are won for Christ today the nation of tomorrow is won.

The Catholic churoh teaches their children through the oate-

chism to avoid any contact with the Protestant Bible, worker,

or child. They are taught by the priests to destroy the

Bible if by chance one should come into their hands. Some
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few children will tear up & tract when it la received. This

teaching has not worked too great a handicap on the work of

ohild evangelism there for the majority are too interested

in the Gospel message to always obey the priest.



CHAPTER III

PECULIARITIES OF THE BRAZILIAN SITUATION IN RELATION

TO CHILD EVANGELISM AMONG JUNIORS

I. NATIONAL CHARACTERISTIC i OF THE PEOPLE

Brazil takes Its name from the trees that produced a

deep red dye resembling that known in Europe as rtbasllH.

It is the fourth largest country In area In the world, exceeded

only by Russia, China, and the United States including Alaska

and the American insular possessions. Included within her

boundariea ia nearly half the territory of South America.

Within this territory there are approximately 45,000,000

people. Nine-tenths of the population live in the coastal

zone. If all the Jungle area is included, it is one of the

least densely populated and undeveloped countries in the

world.1 The language of this great country is primarily

Portugese with other languages spoken by smaller groups.

In order that the ohild evangelist in Brazil may bet

ter understand the child whom he is trying to help, It is

desirable to know something of the ohild* s background. Thus

a brief outline la here developed.

x W. Reginald wheeter, and others, Modern Missions
in Chill and Brazil. (Philadelphia t The Westminister Press,
T9*2677TpT^8FlH4T
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The race. If the Brazilian child belongs to a race,

it includes a thousand year-old mixture of blood combinations

and history. The majority of the Brazilian population pre

sents a mixture of breeds of the most diverse kinds.

"There is no known date In the history of the country

earlier than 1500." 2 Four hundred years has brought about a

constantly changing proportion of all races mixing, mingling,

and intermarrying. Is there In this country today a race

these Junior boys and girls can call their own? The early

settlers came from many diverse lands and no one country

could be called the mother country of Brazil. Everything

called Brazilian is but a creative transformation of every

thing foreign. Religion and customs cannot be dated back to

the native land. All cultural values have been brought

across the sea In ships during several centuries.

The Brazilian child is different. He represents a

psychological type that, because of its many sources, presents

an enormous variety of characteristics. Each representative

raoe and group contributes its sentiments, ideas, tendencies

and asplrationa. Thus with such a fusion of ideas, the "race"

moves according to many foroes which are not always harmonious.

The Latin features predominate, but mingled with these are

2 Arnold E. Hayea, "Religion in Brazil", (Unpublished
Doctor's thesis, the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,
Louisville, Kentucky, 1940), p. 9.
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found the Indian and Negro, along with many representative

other races in smaller groups.

Racial intermarriage, and the conflicting cultures

of Immigrant people with their primitive beliefs, present

moral and social situations which have filtered into the

dominant religion now being presented to the children of

Brazil. Marriage of the Portugese to the Indian women,

without the benefit of clergy soon brought an exchange of

cultures better adapted to the new climate. As a result

the children of Brazil today have a wide variation of skin

colors. They range from light to very dark or black.

The early religious altuation in Brazil has its

origin In the early history of the country. Religion in

one form or another haa always played a dominant part in

the life of every child there.

A desire to know the unknown , and a strong urge for

eaay wealth, coupled with the missionary spirit to possess

these newly discovered people for the Holy Catholic Church,

dominated the thinking of early adventurers and explorers.

At one time the Jesuit Order held full control of the coun

try, and protestant colonists were expended after a very

short stay. Political reaction subdued the power of this

order and for a while even expelled them from the country,

but they returned In a few years and Brazil has continued

to be a Catholic country in name and very largely In spirit
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also.?
The early Jesuits were humane toward the Indians and

endeavored to protect them from injustice. They exhorted

the Indians to put aside polygamous marriage and cannibalism

and adopt the new faith. The Jesuits took advantage of every

opportunity to harmonize the Indian's native religion with

Catholicism. They appealed to the Indian's childlike nature

with pomp and ceremony. The Indian was charmed, for his

ritual was a poor thing In comparison to this. They substi

tuted names of Christian deities and saints for the heathen

gods. Thus the priest, with his magic was able to Induce

the Indian to adopt at leaat the external forms of religion.4
The Negro was brought over from Africa to work as a

slave in the fields and mines. The Jesuits insisted that

the blaok man take the place of the red man in the work on

the plantatlens. These people offered little to Brazil

except their sweat and blood. To them may be attributed

some of the instinctive love for music that persists among

the Brazilian Negro ehildren to this day. The black man

? Austin Crouch, Executive Secretary* Annual of the
Southern Baptist Convention Eighty-Eighth Session (Nashville:
Executive Committee Southern Baptist Convention, 1944), p. 240-
241.

4 Nevln 0. Winter, Brazil and Her, People of Today,
(Boston: L.C. Page and Company, 1910), p. 290.
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also brought with him a great deal of superstition and Idola

try which the priest incorporated in the religious pattern.

"Our Lady of the Rosary" took on the color of the Negro and

became the patron saint of these baptized pagans. Many of

their offspring still follow the superstitions and fetichism

of their African ancestors. The old heathenism has persist

ed in spirit although today is is modified and mixed with

European ritual and African fetichism. The general belief

prevalent among the Indian tribes was that there are three

great deities; "Cuaraoy, the great god of all anlnal life;

Jaey, god of vegetable life; and Ruda, the god (goddess) of

reproduction and love". 5 Along with these there were numerous

other gods subordinate to the powerful three.

These aboriginal beliefs are closely associated with

the faith o^ the people today who materialize their three

deities. First, there is the patriarohal god, the bearded

man, feared, but not loved. Second, the Creole Christ, pic

tured in two roles: that of the Infant in his Mother's arms,

and the suffering and bleeding victim. ^

5 Hayes, op_. clt . , p. 48.

6 John A. McKay, The Other Spanish Christ, A Study in

the Spiritual History of Spain and South America, (New York:
The MacMillian Company, 1933). P. HO.
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Thus the form of Christianity, or the Creole Christ

lacks humanity. The two central truths of Incarnation and

atonement are lost because the manhood of Christ with all of

Its ideals for the Junior hero worshipper is not revealed in

the patronized infant, and suffering victim. The reality

of the incarnation is seen in the life of Christ and the

atonement is made possible by his sinless life and death.

These Junior boys and girls need a Christ who is equal to

the problems of their everyday life, but as yet they have

only a patron saint. The most beloved and honored ia Kary,

Mthe mother of (Jod". Mary was transformed to Ruda of the

savage world without too much loss of meaning. Thus the

Tupytheogany, with its Indigenous beliefs and superstitions,

has passed over into the Catholic religion, which is being

taught to the children. Today the superstition still pre

vails of Tupy gods who live in the fields of the Interior

and children up to the age of ten or eleven believe in them.

They must also take part at processions where fetish beliefs

are mixed up with Christian rites.

No idols are found In the villages or temples In the

area of the Indian children. Consequently It is assumed by

some that they have no religion. The early European sett

lers found that the Indians believed in and taught their

children of a spirit that separated from the body. The

existence of a future life, a Supreme invisible ruler, the
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reward for a good life and punishment of a bad one, were all

part of their religious education. Tradition tells of a

white man, wearing a long beard who came over the sea and

lived with them a long time. They refer to him as "Sum�".

He taught them many useful arts, as well as the art of liv

ing peaceebly with one another. "Sume" escaped when wicked

Indians tried to kill him. He never returned. It is gen

erally accepted that this men was St. Thomas or one of the

apostles. The Indians also have a tradition of a great flood

that covered all of their land and drowned all but one family.

They believe in a Great Good Spirit who proceded from imma

culate conception and was made Incarnate. They also believe

In an evil spirit whom they call "Jurupary"J It la very

difficult to get any information regarding their beliefs, for

they are extremely reluctant to talk about their gods. The

absence of images in their midst Indicates that they dread

what they do not understand. As Junior children in play

activity, they imitate that which they ridloule. Their deep

respect for Invisible powers finds expression in silent

reverence, which has no place for ritualism. The Indian child

may not be able to explain why he believes in a spirit within

him akin to some great spirit without, for such thoughts have

7 J. B. Bruce, Brazil and the Brazilians,
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cone to him through generations of religious teachings.

Therefore, the Indian of Brazil has always welcomed good
a

influences.

General characteristics. The true Brazilian type is

found in the "latifundla*' , of common man. He lives in the

overcrowded urban areas, or scattered throughout the interior.

Then, there la the "jagmueo" who lives on the dry, sun-

scorched plains of the northeastern plateau. He is a cowboy,

whose countenanoe ie sad, for he endures hardship and drought.

He is ungainly, strong, and loyal to his landlord. His

superstition far exceeds his religion. The "caboclo" of

central Brazil is retiring and lazy. The "gouoho" roams the

southern prairies and lives on the rolling hills spending his

time caring for the large herds of cattle to be found there.

He is daring and ^voud and could Justly be called a cowboy.

The recently built motor roads and the new advancing tide of

industrialization ^ave hastened the absorption of many of

these types. The abolition of slavery brought many and far

reaching changes the life of the latifundla. Labor was

disorganized, and n.anual labor took on new potentialities.

Today the situate* In Rio Grande do 3ul is typical of what

Is happening. These that have settled In the "colonies" are

immigrants and th.*ir children. They are orderly, hard

Ibid., p. 88.
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working, and opantnlnded to true religion. They usually own

the property on which they live. The latifundla, on the

other hand, live a wandering life; they are underfed, dis

contented, ignorant, indifferent to religion; without
Q

ambition, and worst of all unnoticed.

"The inhabitants of Brazil have doubled In numbers

every twenty- three years."10 It is estimated that, if the

present rate continues, Brazil will have a population of three

hundred million, by the end of the century. The ethnologioal

reoord reveals that the majority of whites are located in the

southern states, from 3ao Paulo south. The Negro is massed

principally In Rio de Janeiro, Bahla, and Mines Geraes. About

half of the Indian population lives in the Amazon valley.

These figures are based upon the national census report of

1938. 11

The Brazilian boy is characterized by his delicate

physical qualities and gentle nature. The massive, strong-

boned type, characteristic of the European, is not in evidence

here. Here his people are thoroughly gentle, unprejudiced,

amiable, and without capacity for brutality or cruelty. They

y Erasmo Braga, and Kenneth G. Grubb, The Republic of
Brazil, (New Yorkj World Dominion Press, 1932), pp. 14-15.

10 IMd., P. 7.

11 Ollvelra Vienna, Svolucao do Povo Bras lie lro,
(Sao Paulo, 1938), p. 138 seq.
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are quiet, dreamy and sentimental. This trait often mani

fests itself in melancholy. For thla gentleness of nature

the Brazilian child pays In other ways. Svery Brazilian has

a moat vulnerable sense of honor. This honor la not affiliated

in any way with morel reaponsibillty, but it is rather a very

special Rind. Just because he is so exceptionally modest* he

Immediately takes the most incidental impoliteness as an

offense. If an invitation is refused, no matter how politely,

it will never be repeated. He would not react violently to

such an insult like a Spaniard or Italian, but swallows the

offense In silence. It is unlike these people to stand up

for themselves, to demand Justice or to complain. This

silent, mysterious, mute pride, found everywhere, is their

natural defense. One never hears of eruelty to animals or

pagan bull flghta or cock fights. The Brazilian would be

shocked by such brutality. "It is a statistical fact that

intentional premeditated murder hardly ever occurs, and that

auch crimes are always spontaneous.
"12 In this country of

racial intermarriage race-hatred has not found Its way into

the minds of the people. One seldom, If ever, feel3 any

suspicion toward the foreigner, the person of different race,

or elasa; neither is there any tendency to isolete themselves.

12 Stefan 2w�ig, Brazil Land of the Future, (Hew
York i The viking Press, 1941) , p. 141.
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The black and white adults as well as children work and play

together without restriction, or even private boycott. They
will go out of their way to help a stranger, and a foreigner

wandering In this corner of the earth is a welcome guest.

These people are not anzious for this world's goods,

they do not want muoh. Their only pleasure Is the companion

ship of friends between or after working hours. They enjoy

their hours at home with their family. They are not im

patient or greedy. This lack of impetus, whioh at first

seems to be such an asset, may prove to be a drawback in the

economic world. The large majority of "oaboolos" In the

tropical climate do not work to economize and save for the

future, but rather to keep alive during the next few days.

This la particularly true in countries where there is no

hard winter, and nature offers all the necessities of life.

There is no need to do today what oan successfully be done

tomorrow. This general characteristic filters into the

very philosophy of their ehildren. This cannot be called

total laziness, for the Brazilian Is an excellent workman,

and oan be educated to do most anything.

Both geographically and socially, any craftsman or

laborer will find an open door in this new country free from

color, or race prejudice. Intelligence in any field la

admired even though it may be actually a ahrewd mental ability

that hides total lack of character. This so-called high
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degree of Intelligence contributes nothing to the standard

of living of the country. Brazilian Junior boys and girls

love to approach any problem rationally, and with their

well-reasoned plan in mind, make no effort for accomplishing

the task at hand. This quick intelligence serves to mask

the laok of real knowledge In later life. The Brazilian

young people never really thoroughly learn any new subject.

They learn only enough of the vocabulary, and a few super

ficial faots to make any foreign specialist or teacher feel

that they are well versed In the subject. Behind the glitter

there is nothing solid, and one must be constantly aware of

incompetent "experta". One sad aspect of this mental alert

ness is the element of total akeptlciam concerning any

Information that shows the least bit of earnest appeal.1?
Teachers find that their pupils tend to transform everything

into a big Joke. For this reason "information" is taken

cautiously and truth ia not readily accepted.

Junior children show an astonishing amount of innate

gentleness and always display their good manners. The var

ious classes meet, show their courtesy and affection in ways

that are astounding to the Horth American. Courtesy Is the

basis of human relationships and anyone asking a favor of a

1? Hernane Tavares De 3a, The Brazilians, People of

Tomorrow, (New York! The John Day Company, 1947). p. 26-28.
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child will find it granted with the utmost graciousness. In

high society the ritual of politeness Is carried almost to

extremes. The custom of calling, leaving cards, and return

ing calls Is most exacting. Foreigners are received with

the utmost courtesy and every comfort is afforded tham. One

seldom hears anyone talking loudly, or In anger. Even in

crowds except at carnival time, Just before Easter, every

thing is carried on with subdued manners. At the fair where

thousands of people gather with their ohildren, there is no

crowd hysteria, no mutual enoouregement for wild celebration.

Everyone remains quiet and discreet. Under ordinary circum

stances the roughness and brutality coupled with wild gaiety

known to other nations is not known to the Brazilian.

Brazil's need is greet and deep-rooted, even though

statistics seem to show that moral conditions are better

there than in most South American countries. Even a Catholic

priest recognized the fallaoy of oelibacy, and blames his

own church for the immorality of the country. He held that

if the church would do away with prohibition of marriage

among their clergy the country would be healed of Its im

morality.14

14 Robert E. Speer, South American Problems, (New
York: Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign Missions,
1915). P. 77.
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The urban population of Brazil is very similar to that

of Southern Europe, and the Brazilians have made every attempt

to conserve their cultural heritage. For three hundred years

the Roman Catholic Churoh dominated the land and Its influ

ence is still seen and felt in double towered churches and

evening chimes which suggest its powerful sway over every

individual, to the smallest ohild. One notices the dress of

the people, the lower as well as the upper classes. Many gay

colors are seen on the street. Often those who have lost

loved ones wear black an entire year. The dress of the boys

and girls of the lower claas Is different, not because of

easte, but as the result of poverty. The moat striking feature

is the wooden-bottom sandals held on by a covering over the

toes. The wearer goes flapping down the street in a fashion

much like the younger "set" in America, dressed up in Mother's

clothes. Their eminent fear is the risk of losing their

shoes. The remaining clothing worn by these "beslippered

people" is two thin garments. *5 There is no middle class as

we know it in the United States.

Family life. In Brazil the family is the center of

family life. People live together In the smaller circle dur

ing the week and on Sundays the family includes the wider

^ T. B. Ray, Brazilian Sketches, (Louisville, Ken

tucky: Baptist world Publishing Company, 1912), p. 19.
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circle with all the relatives. The professions of the youth

are decided for them by all. The father, or the man, still

holds complete oharge over the entire family and obedience

to him is taken for granted. In rural circles the custom of

children kissing the father's hand, as an act of respect,

still prevails. The men, because of their superiority and

authority, are allowed many things denied women. Even today

when women are not so restricted as they were a decade or so

ago, their main sphere of activities is confined to the home.

The position of the young girl Is limited even more. There

is no such thing as friendly relationships with men, without

the idea of marriage from the very first. The "flirt*' Just

does not exist in Brazil. Generally apeaklng, the people

marry very early, usually at the age of seventeen or eighteen.

The usual Roman Catholic custom of a large, quickly acquired,

family prevails, wife, home, and family are to be desired

even if one cannot feed them all. The wife usually remains

in the background and finds social expression only occasion

ally at charitable organizations.

The situation prevailing among large masses of the

Brazilian population presents grave social problems. The

condition of the children among the lowest clas3e3 of people

In the slums of the cities preaents a challenge to educators,

social workers and especially to Christian workers. About

four-fifths of the population of the lower classes Including
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adults and younger members, wander about as 3trsngers In

tne land where they were born. They go from town to town,

and from farm to farm, underfed, tortured by numerous dis

eases, and left physically unfit by malaria, they reek with

the odors of the quarters they have occupied, suffering

from the evil effects of drink, they are unconscious of their

ignorance. They are a mere herd of individuals devoid even

of the reason of normal men. They become the prey of their

more fortunate friends who despise them in the spirit of Cain.

They know nothing of real life, liberty, health, good food,

or personal ownership. Life for them would h&ve little en

chantment except for the deceitful effects of drink. They

have no ambition or incentive for progress. They Just live.

When large numbers of these people, hungry for the enjoyment

of life, migrated to urban centers, they oreated the now

grave problem of public health.

Education. In about the year 1900, official statistics

showed that approximately fifteen per cent of the entire popu

lation could read.15 At that time It was terribly depressing,

to one engaged In distributing the Scriptures to children, to

hear the reply, "I don't know how to read". "The 1920 census

16 Hugh G. Tucker, Thai Bible In Brazil, Golporter Ex

periences, (Hew York} Fleming K. Hevell Company, 1902), p. 10.
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gives the percentage of illiterates as sixty- five per

cent."1? In 1948 the number of Illiterates in Brazil com

prised sixty per cent of the population. This condition is

always aggravated by the ra. Did increase in the population,

and the majority of immigrants from Southern Europe at that

time were illiterate. Only twenty per cent of the children

18
of school age attended school. By 1930 several Protestant

secondary schools were recognized by the National Depart

ment of Education and these ranked high in publlo estimation

for they did make a definite contribution to national edu

cation. .Sixteen Protestant schools of all grades formed the

Federation of Evangelical Schools of Brazil, with an enroll

ment of some 2,500 puplla. Evangelical schools which offered

part, at le^st, of a secondary education, showed an enroll

ment of 9, 276. 19 prom 1930 to 1947 "the number of elementary

schools has Increased from 27,000 to 47,000; high sohools from

300 to 860; vocational sohools from 1,000 to nearly 2,000. n2�

In 1932, the population was 39,000,000; the total enrollment

In Brazilian schools was about 2,200,000. In 1942, the

population was 42,000,000 and the enrollment was 4, 000, 000. 21

17 Erasmo Braga, and Kenneth 0. Orubb, The Republic of

Brazil, p. 31.

18 Braga, op_. clt . , p. 31.

19 Ibid., p. 33.

20 Lawrence F. Hill, editor, Brazil. (Berkley and Los

Angelesj University of California Press, 1947)� p. 145.
21 Loc. clt.
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This period was unparalleled In the educational history of

-Brazil. In 1938 the National Commission of Primary Education

was established, and In 1940, the National Department of

Child Welfare. The Nstlonal Council of Education is a co

operative agency which helps the minister in the drafting and

application of laws.22

The school organization provided for the elementary

child differs according to location and economic resources.

Urban sohools have courses lasting four to six years, while

rural schools have only a three-year course. The ages of

pupils In these schools range from seven to fourteen years.

Today the sohools are overcrowded and all do not have

the privilege of attending. The courses are more advanced

In Brazil than they are for the corresponding year in the

United States. There is little preparation given pro-school

children. Kindergartens are in private hands, and the

privilege of attending them Is for only those few who can

afford It. A state examination is given each pupil, and if

the ohild does not pass, he Is retained in that grade no

matter what hes been his previous academic standing. Brazil

lacks In the material facilities which children in America

take for granted. They do not have attractive books, and In

many schools the work Is written on the board and oopied by

Ibid., pp. 145-1^6.



TABLE I

ILLITERACY

Protestant Countries Catholic Countries

per cent per cent

Denmark 0.0

Holland 0.0

Switzerland ....... 0.0

Germany 0.03

Australia 0.2

Scotland 0.2

Englang 0.8

Finland 1.0

Union of South America. . 1.2

Esthonla 3.0

New Zealand 4.2

Norway 5.0

Sweden 5.0

Canada 5.1

United States 6.0

France 8.9

Belgium 13.1

Italy 27.0

Cuba 27.0

Poland 30.0

Uruaguay 39.0

Nioaragua 40.0

Spain 45.0

Chile 50.0

Porto Rico 55.0

Mexico 62.0

Columbia 69.5

Portugal. ...... 75.0

BRAZIL 75.0

Bolivia ....... 80.0

Tables of Dr. Mario Pinto Serva, Sao Paulo, 1932

Illiteracy in the United States has dropped to 3* according
to "Time", October 1939.
Illiteracy in Brazil has dropped to 60% according to the re

port of the Southern Baptist Convention 1948.
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the pupils. The few books they do have sr? kept at school. 23

Foreign languages are introduced at a very early ege,

and by the time the children ere in the fifth, sixth, and

seventh years they have become acquainted with English, French,

and Latin. This study of languages is necessary, for in

later years they must study from textbooks written in these

languages if they continue their education at all. Many of

them stop at the end of the grupo which included the first

four years. A large proportion of them go on to the "ginaslc"

which is comparable to Junior high school in the United

States. From here the struggle to continue an education

becomes hard �specially from the financial point of view.

The sohools are not located at convenient distances and the

lack of text books In the native tongue also adds to the

problem. Some few brave transportation difficulties or leave

home and board out while they are yet so young.24
The present organization of secondary schools, with

its own specialized objectives, was organized by decree of

the federal government in 1942 and it is uniform throughout

the country. Its objectives are these:

23 Voller, op. clt. , p. 1.

2^ Voller , oo . clt., pp. 1-2.
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(1) to rase complete the personality of the adoles
cent. (2) to strengthen hla patriotism and humsnitar-
ianism, and (3) to provide general preparation for
specialized higher education.2-'

Both private and mission schools offer courses in home ec

onomics which include sewing, cooking, heelth education, and

child care, as well as social service. This is a departure

fror the traditional currioulum, but meets more than anything

else the needs of the young girls In these rural communities.

II. THE RELIGIOUS SITUATION IN BRAZIL

Certain other features of the religious life need to

be analysed If the spiritual and moral attitudes or even the

unrest of these Indifferent people is to be understood.

Apathy is the term which best describes the religious sit

uation in Brazil.

The national church. The Catholic church has left

the people of Brazil In a torpor and has done nothing for the

salvation of their souls. This action is giving way to a

new sentiment, because the younger generation are being edu

cated and csn better understand the false doctrines being set

forth. In the psychological outlook of the Brazilian people

there is the existence of a vague Messianic hope which mani

fests itself in a newly appointed "saint". The real religion

2$ Hill, op. clt., p. 148.
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of Brazil is saint worship. The Juniors there are taught

that Mary is the ohlef saint* the intercessor to all others.

The saint intercedes for man before God; because of his

holiness the saint has favor with God. Very few children

consider the saint any lower than God for they offer sacri

fices to the saint and pray to him. The confessional and

penance play a large part in the life of the common people.

The educated classes have long deserted the confessional but

It holds full sway over the common people. The Catholic

historians do not claim a Biblical basis for the use of the

confessional and admit that it was Invented by the BiBhop

of Metz in 763. Through the confessional the priest learns

of large gifts and wills, and suggests their use for the

payment of masses. Many of the questions the priests ask

put positive suggestions of evil In the minds of young people

and even children.25 Along with the confessional the act of

penance goeB hand in hand. The people parade through the

streets wearing a crown of thorns on their heads, barefooted,

with ropes around their necks. All this is done in an

endeavor to ease a guilty conscience. The priests in the

last four hundred years have exploited the wealth of the

country until the people are beginning to see that even the

2S Ruth M. Randall, "From Darkenss to Light", Brazil
ian Snapshots I, (September, 1932), Ho. 5, p. 3.
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beat of the priests ere worthless.

The contents of the cathechetical instruction carried

on by the priests, and taught to the children contains,

among other things, information on how to make the sign of

the cross, the teachings of the creed, the Lord's Prayer,

two prayers to the Virgin, the commandments of G-od's law,

the shorter version that omits the second commandment, the

commandments of the church, the list of sacraments, and the

acts of faith, hope, charity, contrition and confession. 27

Thus the doctrine of the church is developed around these

subjects. Supplementing the doctrinal instruction the child

learns a treasury of prayers for dally use, the litany to

the Virgin Mary end the preparation for communion. Many

Catholic churches also Include In their services some of

the invocations to the spirits of African and Indian witch

doctora. The Roman Catholic church claims these many cults

as their own. Belief In the powers of saints, whatever may

be their character, Is lctent in almost every person. They

fear pain, terror, and impending suffering. This alone

sends them on long pllgrimsges rather than the ethical mo

tive of seeking after God. The proper approaoh to the Jun

ior age group who have been reared in such an atmosphere is

27 Erasmo Braga, and Kenneth G. Grubb, Thje Republic
of Brazil, p. 40.
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on* of the difficult problems of child evangelists.

It would be diffioult to say just what proportion of

the people who go on long pilgrimages are really devout, and

how many go simply for the opportunity of social oontacts.

Many enter the services with little or no religious senti

ment. This decline of Catholicism is especially noticeable

on the frontier. Those who turn from familisr scenes to

pioneer life are likely to be of strong physical makeup and

character. These who are orientated toward the future rather

than the past will probably investigate any new religious

Ideas. Even the children will not have to fear persecution

by the priests If they investigate such strange things as

open air services or object lessons presented by child evange

lists on the streets. Those who openly rise up against the

Catholic Church are offering more opposition to the priests

than any other group. They scornfully reject such dogmas as

papal Infallibility, transubstantlation; they question the

efficacy of the mass, and express disapproval of many of the

church's ceremonies.28 Even the authorities in the govern

ment have felt that the Christian education of their children

and young people, especially the girls, is nothing more than

pure heathenism and Idolatry in which the idea of Ood has

28 Mrguel Rizzo Jr., "Brazil Welcomes Protestantism",
The Christian Century, LX, (Maroh 31, 1943), No. 13, P. 391.
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disappeared.

The sects. In addition to the orthodox mysteries of

the church, and the numerous elements of African and Indian

cultures, the world of the Brazilian country child abounds

in mysterious occurrences and supernatural beings, which

have no peculiar connection with any organized religion.

Many of these supernatural beings are decidedly dangerous

and these rural folks must continually be on guard. There

are, for example, mysterious beings shaped like a man, ex

cept that they have only one leg, and a hoof shaped like the

bottom of a bottle. Their bodies are covered with long black

hair. This mysterious being, it is told, seeks to lure the

root and herb collectors Into the deoths of the forests by

continuous and confusing sounds resembling that of a fellow

worker or playmate. There are many hundreds of supernatural

beings who live in the thought of Brazil's rural masses.

These must all be taken Into account in connection with their

daily routine. There is the headless mule, or "The Negro of

the aater", the "Blcho that eats tongues", the Boltata , a

wandering spirit which sometimes protects pastures and some

times destroys them. Then there is the curuplra a little

known man whose feet are turned backwards so that anyone

seeing his tracks and trying to run sway from him will speed

to destruction under his power. The world of peasant chili-
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ren Is thickly populated with these beings who have it with

in their power to aid, but especially to destroy their prey.2!
Every society uses environment to pass on to the oncoming

generation its particular ways of believing and behaving.

yhe cults. Besides the one main religion of Brazil

there are other religions and numerous cults which should be

mentioned in this study, for they play a definite part in the

lives of some of the children with whom child evengelists

must reckon. The Greek Orthodox Church ia represented there

by two orthodox groups. The Arebio- speaking Syrians have

organized a few churches, and many of the educated Russian

refugees have established a church in Rio, under the direc

tion of a superintendent. 5�

The great popular religious movement in Brazil Is

spiritualism. The first society was organized in Brazil in

I873. In 1920 there were one hundred end three societies,

with 10,666 affiliated members. In 1930 the federation had

308 societies and many small grouos meeting regularly In

private homes. Many of these are also fsithful members of

the Catholic Church. For leek of a better remedy those who

29 Lynn T. Smith, Brazil: People and Institutions,

(Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1946),
pp. 724 ff.

3� Braga, op., cit. , p. 43.
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are suffering disease and depression are drawn to these

seances for help and In this way the cult apreads. Its

leaders find the remnants of animistic beliefs and build on

31
that foundation*

The first Theolophloal Lodge was founded in 1902 and

its first converts were army officers and intellectuals.

There are only fourteen lodges in the whole country* but

the society's influence is far reaching � Theosophy has an

appeal to the Brazilian mind and therefore Is gaining ground.

In this group are also intellectuals studying Buddhism* and

Hinduism, NeoFlatonism and other ancient and Eastern forms of

32
religion.

Compt* a religious phllosphy of Positivism has been

introduced in Brazil. The flrat society for the study of this

phlposphy was organized in 1870. A church was organized in

1878 with five members. It has steadily increased in member

ship ever since and there has been a recent revival of

interest in Positivism. This small group of Compt's disciples

have been very lnfluenolal in the intellectual and political

life of Brazil,53

31 Ibid., pp. 4>44
32 Braga, 0�. oJLt. , p. 44.

33 i�id_*. pp. 44-45
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The number of Jews In Brazil has been increased by

Immigration. Some Hebrew-Brazilian civic associations feel

that the Israelites may influence wider circles in the coun

try. At present the Jewish youth art organized well Into

boy scouts and girl guides. Their religious activities have

not been missionary minded, but rather restricted to the

religious education of their children and the growth of their

community.

Buddhism was Introduced into Brazil by Japanese im

migrants, but the tendency of the Japanese is to become aa-

oustomed to their new environment. They are bewildered,

however, when new forms of Christianity are offered them by

western cultures.

Islam has been introduced by African slaves, and Im

migrants from Syria have Increased their number. Few if any

observe Islam holy seasons and if they do it is very lnoon-

splclous. Islam has lost Its missionary enterprise in

Brazil. 34

Other eastern religions exist In smaller groups of

Immigrants, but these are fostered primarily within the fam

ily groups. A new environment, and a new climate unfavor

able to the cultivation of other religions soon dlscoursge

momentum. Secularism and the growth of a new paganism is the

predominant trend in Brazil today.

' Loo. clt.
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The awareness of the many factors that go to make the

Junior age, Brazilian child "different" should also give the

ohild evangelist there a great deal of patience in dealing

with the child who has grown up in a non-Christian environ

ment. It is to be remembered that some of his wrong Ideas

have been as deeply Ingrained in his life as were the right

ideas that the Christian child learned under guided relig

ious education. Just telling the child he Is wrong will

never convince him. Only the clear teaching or Word, mingl

ed with much love and patience msy be used of God to bring

the child to the truth. One must be sure that the ohild' s

beliefs are antl-3criptural rather than Just anti-Amerlcsn

before they are condemned. There is not always a true cor

relation between customs and the essence of Christianity.



CHAPTER IV

PECULIARITIES OF THE BRAZILIAN SITUATION IN RELATION TO
CHILD EVANGELISM AMONG JUNIORS

I. THE WORK ACCOMPLISHED IN THIS FIELD

A century ago the liberators of South America threw

open the doors of the new republics to new Influences which

have brought them to their present position economically.

These changes have brought great opportunities to evangelical

missions, but in Brazil they have been slow to take advantage

of them. Only recently has the Protestant world perceived

the dire need of the neglected population of this nominally

Roman Catholic nation. Japan and Brazil are considered to be

the greatest mission fleldB today. They are open and ready

to receive Christianity as never before.

For years many Europeana have felt that conversion in

Brazil was a simple question of good will, but the beliefs of

the Indian and Negro are as ingrained as the beliefs of the

white man.

Methodist Work ? The Methodist Episcopal Church has a

great number of missionaries at work in Brazil. Missionaries

of this denomination are stationed In several states, and In
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1 Erasmo Braga, and Kenneth G. Grubb, The Republic
Brazil, p. 86.
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many places they have a large following. In Sao Paulo alone

there are fourteen organized churches at present with eleven

church buildings, end nine other preaching points where

groups meet regularly. The leaders of this district feel

there 13 a need for thirty more preaching points in the city.

There is, however, one thing to be regretted. These churches

are the product of the love and sacrifice of their members,

but in nearly all oases the provision for Sunday school and

children's work is inadequate. This situation restricts the

main source of growth of the churches.2

In 1941 Bennett College In Rio de Janeiro had 386

students In all grades beginning with the primary age. Ten

of the girls in high school were preparing for Junior college

In March of 1942. The three departments of the school are:-

Nursery School Education, Home Economics, and Religious

Education and Social Aork. The government does not officially

recognize the school, but it does favor it. These experiment

al courses are to prepare girls for lives of definite

Christian service.5

2 Elizabeth M. Lee, and Alfred W. Was son, The Lat^ln
Aaerloan Circuit. (New York: Joint Division of Education and

Cultivation, Board of Missions and Church Extension, The

Methodist Church), pp. 98-99.
3 Ibid., p. 105.
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The Peoples Central Clinic, established in 1906 by Dr.

H. 0. Tucker, nestles among the palm trees on the "Hill of

Thieves''. It extends the facilities of pre-natal and dental

clinics to the people of the surrounding territory. The

Department of Education o'fera primary education for four

hundred poor children. These children carry the message they

receive at school, the message of Christ's live, back to their

4
homes, end thus the evangelical message spreads.

The General Division of the Methodist Church of the

United States makes a yearly approplation of fc500 for special

evangelist lo work in Brazil. This money is used to hold a

series of special services of the three Conference Boards of

Missions. The way is prepared by a series of prayer meetings

in each church, announcements made in the daily papers and

Invitations given by letters, handbills, and personal word.

The pastor from another charge Is the evangelist. A yearly

report from nine churches showed that 371 persons m&de

decisions for Christ.-*
The church sohools are a valuable ally of the "forward

looking" forces at work in Brazil. These aohools supply

leaders of the community, if those trained leaders were taken

out of all the responsible positions they now hold, there

would remain only a mob without a leader.

4 Ibid., p. 105
5 Ibid., p. 110.
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Nothing breaks down the prejudices of the Brazilian

children against the Gospel more effectively than the schools

which are conducted by the mission boards. Missionaries must

have frlenda among the younger set. The schools afford

opportunity at this point. They are also effective in the

work of direct evangelism among junior children.

The evangelical churches In Brazil have in some cases

accepted the primary schools as the ordinary means of pro

viding education for their children. Since the separation of

church and state these lay aehoola have been patterned after

the French idea of a public school. This haa deprived

Protestantism of a powerful agency in religious education.

Illiteracy has been a hindrance to the propagation of the

Gospel, therefore, evangelical schools have an Important role

to play. The types of evangelical schools needed In Brazil

ares achools which illustrate the kind of education developed

in a community where the Ideals of Protestant Christianity are

set forth, and schools to provide for religious education.

These schools should be open to al who will accept this oppor

tunity for their children, even though they may not be members

of the church which sponsors them. These institutions should

provide opportunity for every pupil and student to seek and to

find a definite peraoanl experience of regeneration. Thus

leadership may be ultimately provided for the evangelical

movement of the country.
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Baptist Missions. Evangelism has been the first aim

of the Baptists in Brazil for nearly three-quarters of a

century. The influence of evangelism is to be seen in the

study of the life of the people. Some of the early evange

listic workers used a tent for their children's meetings.

The great majority of these little image worshipers would not

dare to put a foot inside a Protestant church building, for

they have been taught that it la next to an unpardonable sin

to do so. The Gospel tent looks somewhat like a circus tent,

so it la not a sin to enter it. There they hear the Gospel

messages told on their level of understanding. After one

series of meetings the tent resembled something of an art

gallery. The display consisted of pictures and images of

"saints" which converts brought and turned over to the evange

list. When they are converted they are through with these

things which previously they actually worshipped.5
The seed of the Baptist Young People's Union movement

sprouted in Brazilian soil almost as soon as it did in the

United States. In 1903 the older children and young people

of the Brazilian Baptist churches began to organize societies.

Their difficulties were many resulting from lack of material

6 W. E. Allen, "A GoBpel Tent In Brazil", Brazilian
Snapshots I (September 1931) No. 1, p. 3.
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written In their own language and having no trained leaders

to guide them. The work of translating and adapting the

training manual began In 1932. ? in 1935 the Sunday school

and Baptist Young People's Union Board of Brazil reported an

Increase in the use of all periodicals. The number of

scholars was almost 4,400 and the number of older children

and young people enlisted in the unions was above 7,000.

They held 52 Daily Vacation Bible Schools with an attendance
a

of 3320 children." This work has been steadily increasing over

the years and more and better equipment has been supplied for

its continuing success.

The work of evangelism is most successful In those

places where educational institutions are found. These

Christian schools provide a stablizing force in training and

eduoationg those who accept the Gospel. The Baptists maintain

three sohools in the north, which offer high sohool courses,

and there are numerous primary sohools and church schools

carried on under the direction of the missionaries and native

Christians which serve as forceful agencies of the Gospel.

When the government decreed that the schools must be under

national directorship, capable Baptist Brazilian leadership

7 T. B. Stover, "B.Y.P.U. In Brazil", Brazilian Snap
shots, I (September 1932) No. 5, p. 2.

8
, "Brazilian Baptist Convention", Brazilian

Snapshots IV, (Kay 1935), No. 1, p. 3.



was secured and the work has progressad in a remarkable

manner. The leaders have cooperated whole-heartedly with

the mission.

The Escola Trabalhadoras Cristas of Recife recently

has added two years training after high school. While in

training school the girls are given the opportunity to do

practical work. On Sundays they work in the Sunday schools,

teaching clas3es and directing children's work and taking

part in the Training Unions. One summer a special course in

child evangelism was offered by Miss Esther Blowers of the

Child Evangelism Institute. After taking the course, the

trained girls went out in churches and "congregations" to

work with the children. They held thirty-two weekly classes

from August to November with a total attendance of 7,150.

From this number 225 children accepted Jesus as Savior. Many

verses of Scripture were memorized by the children. With the

aid of flannel-board pictures and stories, which the girls

had prepared beforehand as a part of their course, the plan

of salvation was clearly and simply presented. Missionary

study courses were part of the curriculum and during the

summer the girls went out into the interior of the state

doing itinerant work especially conducting Vaoatlon Bible

Schoola. Untold numbera have been won to Christ by the
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influence of this Institution. 9 One Baptist pastor wrote to

the director of the Ohild Evangelism Institute in Brazil

saying, "Child Evangelism ia revolutionizing the evangelical

work of Brazil".10

The absence in Brazil of anything that makes for whole

some family life Is one of the most serious problems in the

evangelical church. Parents heed to be trained because all

the children will never be reached Just by the missionaries.

Mothers need to learn the care and nurture of children.

These matters, together with the spiritual condition of the

home are the supreme task of trained women leaders. The

Baptist Convention has set up a well equipped women's Bible

Training and Home Eoonomics School at Recife. The two

departments of the school train girls to become efficient

Christian workers In the church and to be efficient home

makers. This school Is sup lying thoroughly trained wives

who are able to supplement their husband's pastoral work.11

9 Austin Crouch, executive secretary, Annual Southern
Baptist Convent Ion � (Nashville t Southern Baptist Convention,
1944), p?. 234-235.

10
Harry 0. Brlault, "Child Evangelism In Brazil",

Child Evangelism (January, 1949), P. 9.

11 Merle J. Davie, How the Church Grows in Brazil,

(Concord, New Hampshire} The RumFord Press, 1943), P. �5.
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With such capable leaders being trained for the work of the

Lord, Junior boys and girls in Brazil have a brighter out

look for the future.

Baptists in North Brazil have eighty- five schools,

either national, state, or church schools or church projects,

seventy-eight of which are on the elementary level. The

Junior boys and girls in this area are receiving some in

struction, but the need is still grave. These Baptist schools

are laying the foundation for a literate, informed constitu

ency in the next generation. The Baptist work in South Brazil

has grown from a tiny seed to a great work in sixty-seven

years.12 This sector offers rich and varied opportunities to

young people who feel called to Invest their lives in the work

of child evangelism.

Some special features of Baptist evangelistic work in

Brazil should be mentioned, for open doors exist everywhere.

The Cathollo church is more active lately than before, but

there is no open persecution of the Protestant work except in

sporadic instances in backward sections. People everywhere,

especially the children, are ready to hear the Gospel. It is

a time of great opportunity and the churches everywhere are

12 Dule K. McCall, executive secretary, Annual of the
Southern Baptist Oonventlon. (Oklahoma City: The Sxecutlve
Committee Southern Baptist Convention, 19^9), P. 107-109.
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making �very effort toward securing a great harvest of souls.

Open air services, in which loud-speakers attached to the

cars of the missionaries are used, seem to give excellent

reaults. The Baptist sohool in Belo Horizonte has a public

address system on the roof of the building from which thirty

minute programs, composed of music and a short sermon ere

broadcast. After a broadcast many requests come in for liter

ature and New Testaments. The radio is an excellent means of

sending out the Gospel. Censorship is lenient if no direct

attack is made on Catholicism. 13

The basic endeavor of 300 Baptist churches with pas

tors, evangelists and field missionaries, is to win twenty five

million people in Brazil for Christ. To this end the churches

are organized in state conventions and the officers of the

conventions work with the state mission boards who plan the

strategy for each year's work.1^

Presbyterian Missions. The Presbyterian Church of the

United States was one of the first denominations to begin work

in Brazil. The work was successful and there were a large

number of adherents. Local disagreement among the national

workers split the church and one group broke from the parent

society in the United States.

13 Ibid. � P. HO.

1A
*fcidt. p. 105.
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The two main educational institutions, one of which is

the Curso Jose Manael da Conceicao, has been direoted by a

Presbyterian missionary. The largest number of its boys and

girls come from Presbyterian churches. It ia fast becoming a

pattern for other Latin American countries in the development

of Christian workers. The school gives an intensive course

to thOBe who have not had the opportunity of an earlier educa

tion, and prepares them for college or theological seminary.

This institution ia also Interested In the possibilities of

lay service and has proposed an ambitious building program to

care for its rapidly increasing student body.

The primary and high sohool course offered by the

Mission at the Institution Dols de Julho at Salvado (Bala) has

outgrown its present facilities. Boys and girls here are

given the best In Brazilian education, and are brought under

influences that present Christ to them In a new and living

way ,15

Brazilian pastors, evangelists, and young people work

together with laymen to spread the Gospel in their country.

There are opportunities for everyone in Brazil who is willing

to let the Lord use him. Gooperatlon with lay workers is

very encouraging. Without them, the work of child evangelism

1^ "Minutes of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church of the United States of America, Fourth Series, 1946",
Volume 8, Part 2 Reports of the Boards (Philadelphia: Office
of the General Assembly, 1946*77 p. 76.
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could hardly go on and certainly not as effectively. Sight

parochial schools were started In 1945 with consecrated

Christian teachers. These schools had 242 children who learned

to read and write, study the Bible end hygiene. Such schools

are a means of opening many closed doors, end of giving real

testimony for Christ to these older boys and girls.

The prssent Presbyterian Missions in Brazil are not

the equal of the established church, but they are an instrument

of the board in aiding the church in the evangelization of

Brazil and the strengthening of the national evangelical

foothold. The mission is not the instrument of the church,

but an autonomous body which cooperates with the church for a

common purpose. HThe Church should grow, the Mission diminish

and eventually disappear."16 The greatest difficulty the

ohuroh Is experiencing is in getting capable missionaries to

go into the interior. For this reason the over-sll work of

the church is being held baok.1^ Fresh enthusiasm oouDled with

16 "minutes of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church of the United itntes of America, Fourth Series, "Volume.
2� Part 2 Reports of the Boards (Phlladelphis $ Office of the

General assembly, 1947T7 P. 76.

^ "Minutes of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian
Church of the United States of America, Fourth 3eries", Volume

10 pert 2 Reports of the Boards (Philadelphia: Office of the

General Assembly, 194877 p. 94.
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now hope and courage brought by new missionaries arriving on

the field, help both Mission end church in the evangelization

of the large number of children.

Work of l^he Brazil Bible Society. J. H. Morris of the

Brazil Bible Society reported lfcat year that this society is

distributing more than a million Bibles each year. This

"gigantic effort" is being accomplished by an "army" of evange

lists and colporteurs who travel through the streets, up the

rivers, and in the back woods and mountains, by canoe, bicycle,

car� or on foot. The goal of the society is not to interpret

the Bible or to preach any certain doctrine, but make the Bible

a common possession of all Brazilians. *9 This is revolution

ary in a lend where the precious Book Is kept from the children

and adults by their religion.

HI. THE TYPE OF CHILDREN'S WORK THAT BRAZIL NEEDS

The Christian schools and colleges of the various

denominations are meeting a real need in the lives of the

older children In Brazil. They are teaching them Christian

ideals and Christian living, and their Influence is being felt

In every phase of life. These Bchools are limited in number

and facilities, consequently they cannot reach all the children.

10 "Million Bibles So to Brazil Yearly,"
The Christian Century, (March 2, 1949). P. 276.
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The work of child evangelism in Brazil must reach the learned

as well as the unlearned, the rich as well as the poor.

Since many of the older children are not allowed to come to

the services in Protestant churches, there is need for an

interdenominational child evangelism work that can operate

apart from the churches and yet in cooperation with the work

of the International Child Evangelism Fellowship in Brazil

which is meeting this need. Their first years in Brazil were

�pent In preparation of material, which included the transla

tion of child evangelism material into Portugese, the national

language of the country. The organization began its work in

Dally Vacation Bible Schools In Brazil, because it Is one of

the greatest agencies for child evangelism in Brazil, Through

this medium children are reached, and homes are opened that

Of)
otherwise would be closed to Christian organizations.

The statistics for 19*3 for the three north-eastern

states which included Permabuco, Paralba, and Rio Grande do

Norte are encouraging; home Bible classes, 1,639; total atten

dance, 54,023; Bible verses learned, 17,627; professed conver

sions, 1,370. 21

20 w. v. Enete, "The Daily Vacation Bible school",
Brazilian Snapshots I (March 1932), No. 3, p. 3.
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A law permitting religious instruction to be given in

government graded sohools has been taken advantage of by the

Catholic church for twenty years. Evangelical children who

did not attend Catholic classes were ostracized and perse

cuted. A Brethren missionary took steps to incorporate

Protestant religious instruction in the schools. The results

have been gratifying. In addition to the instruction re

ceived by the children, unbelieving directors and Roman

Catholic teachers have become interested in the Gospel. In

19^8 there were one hundred and fifty schools in the olty of

Sao Paulo, and about eight hundred and fifty in the state.22

The Child Evangelism Fellowship continues its work with home

classes and open air meetings for children, A special and

rapid training course is being prepared for those who will

take up this work and this movement is spreading throughout

all of Brazil.

22 Harry 3. Brlault, "Brazil Again", Child Evangel
Ism, (January 1948), p. 13.



CHAPTER V

A PR0P03SD PROGRAM OF CHILD EVANGELISM
AMONG JUNIOR CHILDREN IN BRAZIL

I. PRESENTATION OF THE PROGRAM

The first requisite for the successful prosecution

of any task is a clear understanding of what Is to be

accomplished. There are in Brazil multiplied millions who

because of isolation, superstition, and ignorance know

nothing of Christ. The primary purpose of child evangelism

Is to teach the Gospel of Jesus Christ to every child. The

Junior age group Is perhaps the most receptive to the oall

of God. They deserve, therfore, the utmost consideration

In the work of Protestant child evangelism, for the Gospel

Is not preached in Brazil exoept as it is preached by the

Protestant missionary. Brazilian children are quick, alert,

and responsive and deserving of our friendship and assistance

therefore the contribution to the evangelization of these

older children ought to be made in a constructive way. Truth

should be mede understandable and easy to grasp. It should

be presented clearly, interestingly, and forcefully.

Learning the language presents an acute problem for

the missionary. The children of Brazil have a street language

all their own, which must be understood if the missionary
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would talk effectively to them. Words are tools and the

teacher mu3t be constantly aware of new words to be Intro

duced into the child's vocabulary. Such words as salvation,

grace, new birth, faith, Savior, and heaven, should be used

and the evangelist should see that these words are made clear

to the child and related to his past experience. Once new

words are taught the teacher should see that they become a

natural part of the child's own vocabulary. The teacher who

recognized the value of new words will seek to work patiently

with these juniors, explaining the various words and Illustra

tions of her message.1
"The key to all attention Is Interest."2 If these

Juniors are restless and inattentive, they should not be

rebuked, rather, the method of presentation of the lesson

should be analized. Today the trend In secular education Is

to use visual aids for the presentation of material. Visual

teaching Includes anything that uses the eye in assimilating

facts that the brain will act upon. It is an "attention gett

er" and a "memory hook" on which to hang truths of the lesson.

1 Hamilton, Ch. IX op_. cl�. , p. 28.

2 Benson, op,, cltf. , p. 154.

5 Gladys Seigfrled, "Try Flarmelgraph for all Ages",
Qhrlstlan Life (February, 1950), p. 28.
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dexterity, suspense, movement, and color are four baa-

ie principles to bo used In teaching by the visual method.

The flannelgraph, when correctly used, incorporates all these.

It is a simple teaching aid sonslstlng of flannel- covered

board and flannel backed cut-outs that cling to the board.

The movement of the teacher in manipulating the cut-outs as

they are shifted captures wandering attention. Flannelgraphs

fall Into two main groups, they build up story scene and the

flannel diagram lesson. In the latter, Bible truths are il

lustrated with cut-out symbols similar to the diagram method.

The story scene type Is used by missionaries In teach

ing Brazilian Juniors. This method teaches Bible customs and

costumes whloh in many instances have a direct bearing on the

story. It also la the basis for mental Pictures of stories

verbally told at a later time. Flannelgraph teaching is a-

dapted to all age groups. For beginners the story should be

aimple, with few characters, dealing with stories of Sod' a

love, and children of the Bible. Lesson content may be In

creased for the primary age. Juniors enjoy any stories that

deal with reol oersona that they can set up as ideals or he

roes. They also enjoy visualized Bible stories that contain

map study and historical material. They also respond to flan

nel object lessons with morals applying to everyday living.

The flannelgraph is not available for teaching all
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truths, neither will s carelessly selected flannelgraoh solve

all teaching problems, but when well selected it can be used

by the Holy ipirit to teach truth*
^ The flannelgraph is

especially good in teaching Brazilian Juniors, because the

pictures are shown as lllustratlona and removed after the

message. If pictures of Bible characters are hung on the

walls, Brazilian children, who ere used to worshiping pic

tures of saints, will begin to worship them. The missionary

must be constantly alert to guard against any false prscenta-

tlon-of illustrated material, or misunderstanding of lllus

tratlona used.

Object lessons, successfully used, Interest Brazilian

Juniors in the missionary as well as the lesson. Object les

sons hold attention and are a real asset to recalling truth.

The first sentence should build up a bridge from the child's

present knowledge to the new truth the teacher is about to

present. One definite, specific truth should be taught, and

then a vital response from the child's heart should be sought.

The teaoh should be energetic, using natural activity to com

mand attention. The objects used should be related to the

everyday life of the Junior boy and girl. If simple magic la

used in the object lessons it should be explained lmred lately.

Brazilian children are very superstitious and they believe

liegfield, ojg. clt. . o. 29.
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everything to he supernatural that cannot be explained.. The

application of the lesson ahould be made as the message is

given* long Introductions and conclusions being avoided. The

climax and applications should be simultaneous.5

Every Junior child in Brazil should own his own Bible,

which may be secured from the Brazil Bible Society. Competi

tive drills in looking up verses is a pleasant and profitable

learning experience.

Story telling Is one of the oldest methods of teaching

children, and Juniors will enjoy dramatizing the story after

they have heard it. Old Testament stories and New Testament

parables lend themselves to spontaneous representation. Be

cause Juniors are creative, with an abundance of energy, act

ing out the simple truths they have just heard in the story,

afford an opportunity for teaching vivid sections of human

experience, standards of conduct can be made concrete when

they act the part of the heroes they worship. Costumes and

scenery are unnecessary* they are imaginary. Attention

should be directed to the value of the story rather than

minute details. Hearing stories that involve moral struggles

like their own, and showing the natural consequences of right

and wrong choices tend to form ideals.

5 Neale Richard, "Hold Their Attention with Object
Lessons," Christian Life. (February, 1950), j. 33.
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Child evangelists teaching this age group of Brazilian

children have the greet responsibility of bringing each Junior

to personally and publicly accept Christ as his Savior. The

evangelist is the central figure in the sixth year, the Bible

the central object in the ninth year, so Christ should be the

center and supreme hero in the closing days of childhood.

After these Brazilian children have had s personal ex

perience in Christ they should be nurtured and given respon

sibility in evangelism also. Children's choirs singing the

Gospel choruses ere a great aid to worship. Organized group

life la necessary for spiritual nurture and the Sunday school

classes of the established churches offer opportunities for

group activities and Christian associations.

These new converts should be taught the reality of

spiritual life. A conscious reverence for sacred things should

be part of the thinking of every converted Junior. Joking

about such things as prayer, the church, the Bible, the sac

raments, or other instruments of worship should be sublimated

into new attitudes. To oropagate the Gospel in Brazil every

agency or institution should keep in close contact with the

established churehes that those who are won for Christ may

feel the new life offered by these new converts. Many of the

established churches have spent energy for self propagation



at the expense of spiritual life.

The training of leaders to teach these Juniors should

be the outstanding major co-operative program of the national

churches. Christian workers employed by the mission boards

should be selected only after their spirituality and Christ

ian experience ere fully assured.

The national churches should accept defined ereas for

their activity instead of overworking areas that are slreedy

occupied. Overlapping will lead to friction and consequent

loss of spiritual power.6 Brazil is much too lsrsze to neglect

whole sections of the country end continue to spiritually

feed the children who have already become established In other

evangelical denominational work.

The two groups of children that the evangelizing

agencies should contact aret the rural population, those who

live on small farms and the upper middle class of intellec

tuals who will later become the leaders of tomorrow. The

tendency Is to concentrate work in the urban areas, but prob

lems of illiteracy throughout the country should be attacked

and the distribution of the word of Ood increased. Then

should follow personal evangelism among the children, especially

the Juniors, who in turn will help to evangelize the adulta.

6
Erasmo Braga, and Kenneth 0. Orubb, The Republic �f

Brazil, p. 128,
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The Brazilian Junior Is a mixture of rfcces and social

habits. His religion 1b an adapted form of Catholicism which

Includes many forms of Indian Bnd Negro worship. Generally

speaking, Brazilian Juniors are good-natured, aenerous, hos

pitable, friendly and courteous. The psychology of the Junior

age Brazilian boy and girl resembles that of other races. He

Is active, physically and mentally alert, and group rather

than individual loyalties play an imoortant part in his life.

He manifests an Increasing interest in persons as ideals which

results in hero-worship.

The ultimate aim of the Junior teacher is to teach

Jesus Christ as the hero of all heroes, that the Junior may

find Christ. The second aim is to train him in Christian

living. Jesus should be considered as the moral leader in

group as well as In individual lives. Christian living has

as its object specific habits of conduct. Clean thinking and

living, fair play, regular prayer and Bible study, and taking

the Lord as companion through life, will effect the moral

struggle against evil in Brazil today.
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